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floated free. The grid survived only subliminally, as a memory. Rather
than reading Nathanson’s recent paintings across the surface, as we did
the grids, we tended to see into them. Since they also insistently
reminded us of the inherent flatness of the surface of the picture, in the
most engaging of the group, a kind of tug of war between fact and
fiction created an enlivening tension. Nathanson’s color—pale citrusy
oranges and yellows, tender greens, transparent blues, and odd mauves
—seemed at once evocative of the natural world and synthetic, another
opposition that added to the complexity of her pictures. Like the
fluctuating, expansive space suggested by her elegantly varied paint
handling, surface inflections, and color relationships, this conceptual
contradiction kept us a little off balance, suggesting yet another layer of
allusion even as the specificity of that allusion escaped us, like an
imperfect memory or a rapidly disappearing dream image. The paint-
ings in “the air we swim in” were among Nathanson’s most elusive and
evocative to date.

Farther downtown, at Allegra LaViola Gallery, the Whitman-derived
title of Sandi Slone’s exhibition of recent paintings, “Quick Mettle Rich
Blood”—a reference attached to the works after the fact, not a gener-
ating motivation—signaled the painter’s preoccupation with visual
metaphors for everything from personal emotion to the state of our
troubled planet. Slone is a master of her medium, able to make paint
explode, run, spatter, pool, interpenetrate, dissolve into transparency,
and more, as if she were able to transmit feeling directly into the
physical stuff of painting. Like a choreographer of paint, she seems to
charge each of the various gestures required for a particular kind of
application with the emotion that generated it, “freezing” conviction
onto the surface of the canvas. Waterfalls of pale color against infinite
seas of unstable hues competed with upwellings and bursts of fragile
rivulets. Combined with what the exhibition’s press release accurately
called “fierce color,” this impressive material vocabulary turned the
recent works into a theater of passions of all kinds.

Yet despite the aura of unbridled energy and strong opinions
generated by Slone’s recent works, the dominant quality of all the
pictures in “Quick Mettle Rich Blood” was delicacy. She has long had a
predilection for intimate gestures and small incidents. Even though she
has often worked with oversized tools—an early series of abstractions
made with push brooms established her reputation as a young painter
—there has always been a sense of the hand, of cursive gestures that
evoke calligraphy as much as they do the full-body sweeps of Abstract
Expressionism and Color Field painting. The superheated palette of
many of the exhibition’s paintings seemed to reinforce the allusion to
Whitman (which, I hasten to point out, is not the same as illustrating,
however apt the reference may seem), further contradicting the filigree
of fine-scaled painting events, the exceptionally diverse pours, trickles,
and sprays, whose varying intensity and multivalent directions gave the
pictures their diverse moods and abundant energy. Yet that sense of
delicacy prevailed, Whitman reference or no Whitman reference in the
title. “Do I contradict myself? / Very well, then, I contradict myself.”

KAREN WILKIN

At the Galleries

LAST FALL’S EXHIBITIONS RANGED FROM THE MESMERIZING to the
exasperating, in a wide variety of mediums—video, machine carved
stainless steel, acrylic polymer sheets, manipulated wood, and even
paint on canvas—and an equally wide variety of approaches—fidelity to
perception, rigorous conceptualization, intuitive abstraction, and more.
If nothing else, this proliferation confirmed that there is no dominant
way of working, no single set of desiderata for present-day artists, a
condition that can often seem perplexing, but in the end, I suspect, is
healthy, and good for what the endlessly inventive British sculptor
Anthony Caro calls “the onward of art.”

In the mesmerizing category, I would list (along with the Metropol-
itan Museum of Art’s extraordinary gathering of Gian Lorenzo Bernini’s
intimate terracotta studies for monumental sculptures) the Scottish
artist Douglas Gordon’s video The End of Civilization, at Gagosian
Gallery, Chelsea. Projected on three very large screens, the piece docu-
mented the slow dissolution of a burning piano, in real time, tracking
the changing light of the outdoor setting for this unlikely event, over
the two hours required for the instrument to be reduced to ash. The
immolation was projected on two screens, some distance apart, with a
time lag between them; one was visible from both sides, the other only
from the front. A third, larger, more horizontal screen, adjacent to the
two-sided view of the fire and similarly two sided, showed a rather
austere northern English or Scottish landscape, in a slow circular pan,
as the sun slowly set. We watched the piano catch fire—and watched the
same moment again on the second screen, if we wished. The landscape
images seemed coincidental, perhaps arbitrary, until we began to notice
wisps of smoke rising from a hidden hollow. So that’s where the piano
was. Our sense of our physical relationship to the recorded event changed,
and, just as a little earlier, we had realized that the installation’s ambient
sound was, in fact, the sound of the fire, we suddenly became aware of a
conversation between the disparate images.

As the camera slowly explored the progress of the fire, sometimes
moving frighteningly close, we watched as paint blistered, keys were
consumed, a fat, turned leg was whittled away by flames, and the body of
the instrument collapsed at a strange angle, balanced on one corner.
Bits of metal remained intact; dense wooden elements lasted longer
than seemed likely. Time passed. The light dimmed. Horses wandered
into the landscape but were gone by the time the camera completed its
next circle. With darkness, the distant lights of habitations appeared,
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